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Todaay  I’’mm  goinng  to  taake  aa piece  of  mmussic  aannd  usse  it  to  illusstrraate  aasspectss  of  the  mmussic  theorry  we’’ve
looked  aat  overr  the  paasst  five  yeaarrss  orr  sso.    Inn  thiss  waay  I’’mm  hopinng  to  give  you  aann  unnderrsstaanndinng  of
how  the  mmussic  iss  trraannsslaated  frromm  the  nnotess  inn  the  wrrittenn  sscorre  innto  aann  aaudible  mmussicaal  perrforrmmaannce.

Chat Chat, Talk Talk

A big “Thank You” is due at this point to Penny Weedon for letting me use one of her compositions... ‘Chat Chat, Talk
Talk’.  Penny wrote this with the London College of Music (LCM) exams in mind and it is, at this moment, a current
Grade 6 alternative piece.  I’ve written about this, and other compositions by Penny, before as I have found them
excellent for teaching purposes other the years.

You can follow this article using the musical illustrations provided - and, if I can get technology to work for me, an mp3
audio file of me playing the finished piece (which is available in the Free Downloads for this edition - see page 5). If,
however, you think you’d enjoy the whole piece, the ‘Chat Chat, Talk Talk’ music score is available online from Score
Exchange.  I’ll give you the details at the end of the article. 

Right, let’s get started...  To set the scene, ‘Chat Chat, Talk Talk’ is a relaxed piece of music played to a Slow Rock or
12/8 rhythm (at a tempo of 55 dotted crotchet beats per minute).  The Saxophone voice takes the lead - and very
smooth playing is required, so you’ll need to work on your fingering so as not to break the phrases.  I suggest you
use fingers 2-1-2 on the opening three quavers in the melody line - so that you’re then in the correct position to use
fingers 3-4-5 to play the grace notes leading to C note.

Here are the opening bars of the music.  There’s a lot of information here but what does it tell us?  

1 Starting with the instruction at the top of the score ‘Scherzando’ means to play in a playful, light-hearted, happy 
manner.  

2 ‘N.C.’ tells us that No Chord is to be played in this bar.

3 The ‘G Clef’ (or Treble Clef).  I prefer to use the name ‘G Clef’ because it fixes the note of G on the stave - from 
which we can work out the other notes.

4 The single sharp sign in the key signature tells us that this piece is in G major.  All F notes are, therefore, to be 
played sharp - remember, all are sharp, not just those on the top line.

5 The 12/8  time signature means that the piece is in compound time.  You can either count 12 quavers per bar - or 
4 dotted crotchet beats per bar.  You may find yourself doing a mixture of both.

6 You will find dynamic marks, such as this, throughout the piece of music - nicely laid out to help you add 
expression to your performance.  ‘mf’ = mezzo forte (moderately loud).

7 This is a ‘repeat barline’.  It has two dots facing towards the end of the music score and will be followed, further 
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on in the music, by another repeat barline - this time with two dots facing towards the beginning of the score.  The
notes between the two repeat bars will, as you’d expect, be repeated - sometimes more than once. 

8 This musical symbol is called Sign (or ‘Dal Segno’ - Italian for ‘from the sign’).  At the end of the middle section 
of ‘Chat Chat, Talk Talk’ you will come to the instruction ‘D.S. al Coda’.  This is telling you to repeat from the Sign 
at the beginning of the music until you reach the instruction ‘Coda’.  At this point go straight to the coda section - 
usually a separate line or two of music to end the piece.        

9 In the melody line you’ll find two musical ‘ornaments’ that appear often throughout the music. The first are ‘grace’ 
notes (Appoggiaturas) as shown at the start of the second bar of Penny’s composition.  The second are ‘crushed’ 
notes (Acciaccaturas).  Here are examples of both kinds of ornaments and an illustration of how they should be 
played...  

10 This curved line connecting this series of notes indicates that they should be played legato (smoothly) as a phrase.

Other  signs  to  look  out  for  in  your  music  are.....

Watch out for ‘accidentals’.

An ‘accidental’ occurs when a note, other than the one(s) indicated in the
key signature, is sharpened or flattened.  In this piece, for example, all the F
notes are sharpened - as indicated in the key signature (4).  Any other notes
that are sharpened or flattened during the course of the music, including any
sharpened F notes that are returned to their natural position are indicated in
the music as ‘accidentals’ using the sharp, flat or natural signs (illustrated
left).

A final bit of theory is found in the end bar, the sign indicates a ‘glissando’
(to glide) between the last two notes.  You are asked to glide from one note
to another.  In this case the two notes are quite close so I suggest playing all
white and black notes between the two, A - G# - G - F#.

Frequently, a piece of music will slow down as it reaches the end but in this case we are given the instruction ‘senza
rall’ which means to continue playing senza (without) rallentando (gradually getting slowing).

If you obtain the full version of ‘Chat Chat, Talk Talk’ you’ll find that the compass/range of notes played takes us from

Appoggiatura - written Appoggiatura - played Acciaccatura - written Acciaccatura - played

Tenuto The ‘Tenuto’ sign, which appears
as a dash above the note, instructs
you to hold, or sustain, the note for
its fullest possible length before
moving on. 

Accent When an ‘Accent’ sign (>) is placed
over a note (as it is on the the second
page of Penny’s composition) it
indicates that the note should be
played with a stronger (louder) attack. 

D sharp D natural E flat

The notes between the repeat bars are 
repeated before continuing through the score.

Here the notes are repeated as before but, on the second time through, the last 
bar of the repeated section is replaced by the bar marked ‘2.’ before continuing.
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the note B below middle C to the note C two ledger lines above the treble stave (covering two octaves and one note.
I’d advise those who are slower at reading music to write down your note guide on a separate piece of paper to help
you find the notes.  I wonder if you remember the little rhymes we used to remind ourselves of the order of the notes
on the treble clef?  If not it might be time for a little revision...

I  created  the  following  registrations  for  my  mp3  performance.

You may choose other styles such as 6/8 Orchestral or 6/8 Slow Rock if you prefer. 

I wish you happy playing and hope you enjoy the article.  Please let me know if there is anything you want me to
cover in following articles.

Registration  1

Right 1   
Pop Soprano Sax
Volume 118

Left         
Seattle Warm
Strings. Volume 45

Style  
12/8 Orchestral.
Tempo 55.  
Volume  83

Registration  2

As registration 1 but
with [Auto-Fill]
switched on, press
the main style
[Variation B] so that
its button is flashing
and then save.

Registration  3

Right 1 
Pan Flute

Left 
As registration 1

Style 
Press the main style
[Variation C] so that
its button is flashing
and then save.

Registration  4

As Registration 1
with [Variation A]
flashing, then save.

Registration  5

As Registration 2 

Plus... 

Right 2  
Smooth Saxes
Volume 73.

The complete version of ‘Chat Chat, Talk Talk’ is available to home print
together with other Penny Weedon compositions from Score Exchange  at
www.scoreexchange.com/scores/362752.html

Prices are given in US dollars (this copy is just $1.99) but prices can be
converted to British Pounds (GBP) before checkout.  

www.scoreexchange.com

GGGGeeeetttt tttt iiiinnnngggg    TTTToooo    KKKKnnnnoooowwww    YYYYoooouuuurrrr     GGGGeeeennnnoooossss    - part 1
DVD-1 Content

1 Introduction
2 Setting  things  up  out  of  the  box
3 Home  Screen
4 Quick  &  Easy  Setup
5 Style  Search  &  Favourites
6 Selecting  a  Voice,  Search  &  Favourites
7 Live  Controls  (A  Quick  Overview)
8 Home  Screen  shortcuts  &  Assignable  Buttons
9 Assignable  pedals
10 Saving  a  Registration  Memory
11 Saving  a  Registration  Memory  Bank
12 Naming  an  individual  Registration  Memory
13 Deleting  an  individual  Registration  Memory
14 Registration  Bank  Info
15 Goodbye  for  now

Available  from  Yamaha  Club  priced  £26  (inc.  UK  p/p)

((SSeeee  mmeemmbbeerrss’’  oorrddeerr  ffoorrmm  ffoorr  ddeettaaiillss))


